Characteristic electrochemical responses of polymer microchannel-microelectrode chips.
Polymer microchannel chips (dimension of the channel, 20 microm (depth) x 100 microm (width)) integrated with dual microband electrodes were fabricated by an imprinting method, and their characteristic electrochemical responses were elucidated in detail. A silicon micromachined template fabricated by photolithography and dry etching techniques was used for imprinting. An aqueous solution of a ferrocene derivative was brought into the microchannel by pressure-driven flow, and the electrode responses were studied on the basis of voltammetry and chronoamperometry. A linear sweep voltammetry of 1-hydroxyethylferrocene (FeCp-OH) in water demonstrated that the electrode responses in the microchannel chip were best characterized by one-dimensional diffusion along the channel length, reflecting the structural dimension of the channel. In generation-collection mode experiments, furthermore, a collection efficiency as high as approximately 90% was attained in the microchannel owing to both restricted space and characteristics of solution flow in the channel. It was confirmed that diffusion and solution flow made molecular transport very efficient in the microchannel. The experimental results were also compared with those predicted by computer simulations.